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Abstract-In this work, evolutionary algorithms are modeled
as random dynamical systems. The combined action of selection
and variation is expressed as a stochastic operator acting on
the space of populations. The lung term behavior of selection
and variation is studied separately. Then the combined effect is
analyzed by characterizing the attractor and stationary measure
of the dynamics. As a main result it is proved that the stationary
measure is supported on PoPulations made U P Of OPtimi".
Also, some experiments are carried out in order to visualize
the evolvable populations, the attractor sets and the stationary
measW. some
geometric
of
sets are discussed.
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of operations that emulate natural evolution (selection and
variation)[5]. The state space of such system is the sI:t of
all possible popu~ations,and its dynamics is defined by a
stochastic
In order to define an ES, Some definitions need to be
introduced. A fitness landscape is defined here as a pair
( I , F ) , where I is a set called space of individuals, and
:I
R, is a function called fitness function,
Given a space of individuals I, a population will be represented as an n-tuple of elements of I, where an individual
I. INTRODUCTION
can amear mare than once. In evolutionarv aleorithms. a
The successful application of evolutionary algorithms in population is assumed to have finite fixed size. Therefore, the
different domains has increased considerably the interest population space is P = I ".
Thus, an ES on a fitness landscape (I,F) with a space of
in their theoretical understanding. Several approaches have
been developed to analyze different aspects of evolutionary populations B is defined as a random dynamical system (nD, E),
algorithms; particularly, probabilistic models based on markov with E : P 4 P,a stochastic operator called evolutionary
operator.
chain theory have been widely used [l], [21, [31, [41.
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111. A GENERIC
EVOLUTIONARY
ALGORITHM
This work introduces a model in which an evolutionary
algorithm (EA) is viewed as a particular class of random
An EA can be modelled as an evolutionary system (P, E)
dynamical systems. Markov chain theory is used to study on the fitness landscape ( I , F ) ,where P =I", and E represome properties of the asymptotic behavior of evolutionary sents the action of the computational procedures that emulate
algorithms. Particularly, the properties of the attractor sets are selection and mutation. In general, an EA is 3 computational
specified.
procedure as follows
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section EA(.)
2 presents a formal approach to the fundamental aspects 1 i t 0
of evolutionary systems [5]. Then, in section 3, a generic 2 P, + INITIAL
POPULATION(.)
evolutionary algorithm (GEA) for combinatorial optimization 3 while stopping criterion not met
problems is presented. Particularly, Markov Chain Theory ([6],
4
do Ps c PERFORM
SELECTION(P,)
[7], [SI) is used to model such GEA. Accordingly, section 4
5
PC+ PERFORMMUTATION(PS)
presents some results to characterize GEAs in tems of the
6
i t i f l
properties of their attractors. Then, in section 5, the results of
7
P, + P M
some experiments are reported, and some geometric properties
of the attractors are discussed. Finally, some conclusions are
In this work, a generic evolutionary algorithm (GEIA) is
devised in section 6.
defined as an EA with three generic operators: selection; local
mutation. which introduces small changes on individuals in a
T,
D " n r r..,.l."lcn
I,.
1 RCLL'"LII*.-,RICO
similar way to genetic mutation; and global mutation, which
An evolutionary system (ES) can be viewed as a collection introduces strong changes on individuals in a similar vray to
of individuals, termed a population, which evolves throughout sexual recombination or gene flow.
time exhibiting adaptation and optimization capabilities. An
Now, let us consider an optimization problem of the form
ES can be seen as a random dynamical system that describes the time-evolution of a population, under the action
mazimize { F ( u )\ U E I},

-
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with
: I -t IO, 11 such that the search space (I,dz) is a
finite metric space (dr is a metric on I).
If a GEA (P,E) is used to solve this problem, the set I
will he the space of individuals; clearly, 3 will correspond to
the fitness function; besides, P = I”. In addition, E will be
defined as a “combination” of selection, local mutation and
global mutation operator.
Let p s be the probability of applying selection; pr. the probability of applying selection combined with local mutation;
and p c the probability of applying selection combined with
global mutation. Then, the evolutionary operator E : P -t P
is defined as
with probability ps
PL
PC .

+

where p s + : p ~ p~ = 1, S is the selection operator, V i
is the local’mutation operator, and VG is the global mutation
operator, which will be discussed next.
A. Selection

P,is an elitist
selection operator that takes a population x in P,and produces
The GEA selection operator, S

:

P

4

a new population such that only the fittest individuals in x can
be chosen to become part of the new one. In order to specify
S, some definitions need to be introduced first.
LEt x = (ii, iz,. . . ,in) be a population in P.Let us denote
by F(x) the maximum fitness of 3 in the population x, i.e.,

Let [[x]]denote the set of individuals in x with maximum
fitness value, i.e.,

{

[[xi] = i E x 1 +(i) = 3(x)}

Given a population x = ( i l , i z , . . .,in) in P,L,(x) will
denote the set of populations that can be produced from x by
changing an individual in x by an individual that is +close to
it. L,(x) can be defined as,

Figure 1 illustrates L, (x) for a population space of size 2.
The operator V i is defined by the probability of producing
a population z from a population x as

.

Let F(x) he the set of populations composed only by the
fittest individuals in x,

The operator V i produces a population in &-(x) with uniform
probability.

C. Global Mutation

F(x) will be called the set of x-fittest populations.
Then, the selection operator S is defined by considering
the probability of producing a population z, applying S to a
population x,, as follows

The global mutation operator, Vc : P + P, introduces a
“strong” variation in one individual of the population. Next,
some definitions are introduced in order to define Vc.
Given x = (i,,i2,...,i,,) in P, let S ( x ) denote the set
of populations that can be produced from x by changing an
individual in x by an arbitrary individual in I. This set can be
defined as follows

with lp(x) being the indicator function of F(x). Thus, S selects
one of the x-fittest populations, with uniform probability.

B. Local Mutation
The local mutation operator, Vi : P +

Figure 2 illustrates S(x) for a population space of size 2.
The operator Vc is defined by the probability of producing
a population z, applying V, to a population x as

P,introduces a
“small” change in one individual. In order to define Vi, some
definitions are introduced next.
Given an individual i in I and a real number r in (0, l),
B,(i) denotes the closed ball (in I ) centered at i and with The operator VG applied to a population x produces a popuradius e.
lation in S(x), chosen with uniform probability.
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Iv. ASYMPTOTIC
ANALYSIS
In order to understand the asymptotic behavior of the
proposed generic evolutionary algorithm (B, E), the analysis
of the asymptotic behavior of the genetic operators (i.e., S, V i
and VC)is presented independently, and then the combined
effect of all of them is studied.
A. Asymptotic behavior of selection

Let us consider the dynamical system (P,S)
defined by
the selection operator. The three. following theorems describe
completely the asymptotic behavior of (P, S).

Theorem 1: Trapping seis of S.
The sets

B,

=

B. Asymptotic behavior of local muiation

f o r a E +(I)

are trapping sets of S.
Proof:
If x is in B, with a in +(I), then ?(x) = a, [[x]] is a
subset of F ' ( a ) and P(x) is a subset of B,. Thus, S (B,)
is a subset of I,.
Theorem 2: Fixed points of S.
The uniform populations x = ( i ,i , . . . ,i) in P are fixed
points of S.
Proof:
If x = (i,i,.. ' , i ) then ?(x) = +(i), [[x]] = {i} and
F(x)= {i}" = X. Thus, S(x) = x.
Theorem 3: Limii seis by S.
If x is a population in P such that ?(x) = a, then
1) the trajectory of x by S is contained in the trapping set
B, , i.e., OS(X)= { S " ' ( X ) } ~ ~c~B,;
2) the limit set of x by S is composed of the uniform
populations in the trapping set B, with probability 1.

-

Pmof
A

(i) Let us consider x such that F ( x ) = a. Then, in the
first step, S(x) is in B,, which is %trapping set.
(ii) Let us consider x such that F(x) = a. Then by
(i), every random walk os(x) produced by S, starting in
x, is contained in B,, and it can be seen as produced
by the absorbing Markov chain (MC) with transition
probabilities pwy = P(S(x) = y). It can be easily proved
that the absorbing states are the uniform populations on
B,. By the properties of regular Markov chains, the
random walk is absorbed into one of such states with
probability 1.
Last theorem implies that the population converges, by
the action of S, with probability 1 to a random variable
concentrated on uniform populations. It also implies that the
dynamics due to S can be decomposed into independent
dynamics on the sets of a partition of P given by

Now, let us consider the dynamical system (P, V i ) , defined
by the local mutation operator. The asymptotic behavior of
this system depends on the value of E . Let ~1 denote the
minimum distance between different individuals, and let K Z
be the diameter of I .
Theorem 4: Asymptotic behavior of Vi.
1) If E < K I then each x is a fixed point of Vi.
2) If E 2 K Z then P is the global attractor of Vi, and the
system has a unique invariant measure supported on P,
which is ergodic.
3) If nl < n2 and L 2 K I , then Vi may have multiple
attractors, each one of them supporting an invariant
measure.
Proof:
(i) Let us consider x in P.If E < nl,then B,(i) is equal to
{i}, for all z in I . Then, clearly, L,(x) = x, thus Vi(x) = x.
(ii) If e 2 K Z then, obviously, Be(%)
= I . Thus, for any x in
P, L,(x) = P.In this case, the system (P,V i ) can be viewed
as a MC on P with transition probability matrix P = (p,,)
given by

+

z O = ( i l , i z , . . . , i , ) =x,
21 = (ii,iZ,..',i"),
22

= (ii,ik,

. . ., i n ) ,

2,

= (i;,i;,

. .. ,ih) = x',

such that

1

P, = {x E P 1 2 ( x ) = a
Thus,
For each element P, of the partition, the dynamics is trapped
in the subset B,, after the first step, and it converges to one of
the uniform populations in such set. Figure 3 illustrates such
decomposition of the dynamics S .

= P ( V i ( x ) = x' >.

p,'

This MC is regular because given two arbitrary populations
x = ( i l , iz, ' . . ,in)
and x' = (ii, i;, ' . . ,ih) in P,there exists
a sequence of n 1 populations

P ( Vi(2,) =
P(

> 0, f o r j = 0, 1, ' ' , , 71.

(vi)"(x) = x ~ )> Oi.e.,p&,

>o

Then, there exists a unique invariant probability measure ?I
on P with T(X) > 0 for all x in P such that for any initial
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probability distribution

TO,

lim

n-m

TOP" = T .

p,&

(iii) Assume that nl < ~2 and I C ~_< E < ~ 2 Let
. us define
the equivalence relation
as x =e y if only if y can be
reached from x by finite applications of Vf, i. e.,
x

y,

i f f P(

(vi)' (x) = y)

= p , P ( S ( x ) =x*)

+p,P
First, it will be proved that
probability 1, i.e.,

i

SOVf(X) = x ) )

s

0

V,(x) = x*)

X, is absorbed into A, with

> oandk finite

This equivalence relation defines a partition of I?; each set in
the partition is Vi-invariant, such that the dynamics Vf in
each set of the partition is independent, and by definition, it is
described by a regular MC. Then, the dynamics restricted to
a set of the partition has a unique attractive ergodic measure
supported on such set.
The changing nature of the asymptotic behavior of the system (P, V i ) depends on e, going from fixed points to multiple
ergodic components, and then to a global ergodic system; this
is an example of a bifurcation in random dynamics.

Consider a population x in P. Let us denote by TX the
minimum number of steps required to reach a population in
AE starting in x. Let & denote the probability that the process
will not reach a population in AE. starting in x, after rx steps,
i.e.,

& = P(X, @A,).
It is always possible to reach a population in A, from x, due
to the global mutation, thus & < 1.
On the other hand, let us define T as

C. Asymptotic behavior of global mutation
Now, let us consider the dynamical system (P, V , ) defined
by the global mutation operator. This system is equivalent
to the dynamical system (P, VL) when e 2 n ~ In. that case
S ( x ) = L,(x), then the system has P as the global attractor
and it has a unique ergodic invariant measure supported on
P.In other words, both systems have the Same asymptotic
behavior when e 2 nz.

D. Asymptotic behavior of the Generic Evolutionary Algo-

~=max{rx),
XEP

and

as

a= ma.{&}
XEP

< 1.

Clearly & < 1. Then, starting in x, the probability of not
being in AB after r steps is less than i.e., P ( X T @ A,) <
and the probability of not being in AE after 2r steps is less
than p". Then, given that f?< 1,

F,

rithm

F,

lim P(Xm, $! A,) = 0

Now, let us consider the dynamical system (P,E) defined
by the evolution operator E, which describes a GEA. The
asymptotic behavior of this system is the combination of the
three dynamics studied above acting together, i. e.,
the absorbing dynamics due to selection;
the fixed points, multiple ergodic components or ergodic
dynamics (depending on e) due to local mutation; and
the ergodic dynamics due to global mutation.
Let us define the set t a l ,az,. . . ,a k } as the ordered set of
images of I by 7 ,i. e.,
1) a1 < 012 < . ' . < a k , and

2)

+p#

{%,az,.",ak)

m-m

Therefore, under the dynamics defined by E, for any initial
population, the system converges to the invariant set A,, i.e.,
A, is a global attracting set. Next it will be shown that the
dynamics inside AE is ergodic.
L e t x = ( i l , i z , . . . , i , ) a n d x ' = (i;,i;,...,iL)bearbitrary
populations in AE. Then, there exists a sequence of n 1
populations in AE

+

20

21

22

= (il,iZ,... ,in) = x ,
= (i{,22,. .. , i " ) ,
= ( i ; , i ; , .. . , a " ) ,

=+(I).

Also, let us define the set AE as the set of populations
whose individuals have the highest fitness (maximizers), i.e.,

k = ( i ; i>' z >... 'i n' ) = x '
such that zj+l is in S ( z j ) and z,+~ is in WE. Then

W E = F-'(ak)"
The following theorem (see [91, [ 101, 1111 as well) establishes the convergence
of the system to a random variable
whose probability is concentrated on populations composed
of maximizers of . i.e... A IF .
Theorem 5 : Asymptotic behavior of E.
The dynamical system (P, E) has a unique, attracting and
ergodic invariant measure T supported on AE.
Prooj
The system (P, E) may be viewed as a MC X, on P with
transition probability matrix P = (pXx,)given by

+.

P(S0VG(Z,) = z j + l ) > O f o r j = O , l , . . . , n ;
thus, if pc

> o,
=

''
j=O

i. e., p" , > 0 . Then, by the properties of regular Markov
chains.3 has a unique invariant measure T supported on A,,
which is attracting, in the sense that starting at any initial
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Fig. 5.

Fig.4. F(u) = 1 - 4 ( u - 1 / 2 ) 2 + 0 . 1 s i n ( 1 0 i i ~ )

Y

probability measure a0 on P the system converges to ?r by the
action of E, i. e.,

Fig. 6.

It is important to notice that E , p s and p~ are never mentioned in the proof. This means that the asymptotic behavior
of the system only depends on the operator Vc, which may
be thought of as a perturbation of the selection operator. This
perturbation breaks the trapping sets B,, except for

AE = B,,,

v.

withcxk = “{a

1 -4

7

Amactor AE. for F

U =

U

-1 2

+ O lsin(l@nu).

la E P ( I ) } .

EXPERIMENTAL
ANALYSIS
AND GEOMETRIC
PROPERTIES

In this section, the results of some experiments performed Experiment 2
with the proposed GEA are presented. The aim is to study
Now, a GEA will be used to maximize the function
some geometric properties of the attractor of a GEA. In
3 ( u ) = Isin(2au)I
each experiment, a GEA was used to solve an optimization
problem, particularly, maximizing a function 3 : I -+ I,
Figure 9 shows the set of evolvable populations E; figure 10
where I = ~O.O.O.OZ.O.04
....... 0.98.1).
. , The metric on I is shows the attractor of the dynamics AE; figure 11 shows the
dr (i,j) = li - jl,and P = I x I. Four functions were used;
also, oovulations
of size two were considered. in order to be experimental physical measure Of the dynamics E
..
able to visualize the attractor, and the experimental physical prnPrimPn,
..,. ”.7
measure associated to the EA. Let us denote by IE the set of all
In this case, a GEA will be used to maximize the function
populations
that can be reached by. applying
the evolutionary
. .
.. .
operator E to any population, i. e., IE = E(@).E is the set Of
+(U) = Isin(5m)I
reachable populations, once the operator E is applied at least
once. For each one of the test functions the sets IE and AE, (see figure 12). Figures 13 and 14 show the sets I3 and
and the physical measure will be analyzed from a geometrical AE, respectively. Figure 15 shows the experimental physical
viewpoint.
measure of E.
I

.

Experiment 1.

In this experiment a GEA will be used to maximize the
function
3 ( u ) = 1- 4(u - 1/2)*

Fig. 7. Experimental physicaJ measure of the GEA (after Zoo0 iterations)in
1

+ O.lsin(loau),

3 ( u ) is shown in figure 4; figure 5 shows the set of
evolvable populations E; and figure 6 shows AE, the attractor
of the dynamics.
Figure I shows the experimental physical measure of the
dynamics of the GEA. The physical measure is computed by
applying E a certain number of iterations, and reporting, at
the end, the frequency with which each population in WE was
visited.
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Fig. 9. Set of evolvable populations, E,for t periment 2.

Fig. 13. Set of evolvable populations, E. for experimeot 3
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Fig. 10. Attractor AE for experiment 2.
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Fig. 11. Plat of the experimental physical measure of the GEA (after 600
iterations) in experiment 2.

Fig. 15. Experimenlal physical measure of Ule GEA (after 500 iterations)
in experiment 3
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Fig. 16. F ( u )= 1

+ (1 -I) sin(5nu)I

Fig. 19. Experimental physical measure of the GEA (after IWO iteralions)
in experiment 4

Elrperimerir 4.

Let us consider the function
+(U) = z

+ (1 - z) lsin(5m)I

(see figure 16). Figure 17 shows the set of evolvable populations E. Figure 18 shows the attractor of the dynamics
AE. Figure 19 shows experimental physical measure of the
dynamics E.

Discussion.
In all the experiments the set IE exhibits a particular geometry, that consists mainly of diagonals and anti-diagonals
on the space of populations, which results in some apparent
symmetry, because a permutation of a population of maximizers is also a population of maximizers. This is due to the
strong elitism of the selection operator and its major role in
the proposed GEA. However, notice that in experiment one,
the mentioned symmetry was disrupted by the discretization
of the domain of F,as can be seen in figure 5 .

.. .. .. . .. . . ..

Fig. 18.

AtWactor AE for experiment 4

. . . . . .
. . . . . .

The actual support of the physical measure is AE. but it
was observed that it was concentrated on the diagonal part
of the attractor (i.e., uniform populations inside the attractor).
This effect is due to the fact that uniform populations i n the
attractor are attracting fixed points of the selection operator.
This implies that the dynamics tends to concentrate on the
diagonal, and it bas a probability of leaving the diagonal only
when the local or global mutation produces a non-uniform
population composed of maximizers.
An additional factor that influences such behavior is that,
once a non-uniform population composed of maximizers has
been reached through mutation, there is still a positive probability of reaching uniform populations due to selection. In
the case of populations of size 2, this effect is strong because
the probability of producing a uniform population from a nonuniform population of maximizers is 1/2, which added to the
low probability of reaching non-uniform populations of maximizers, explains the strong concentration of the experimental
physical measure on the diagonal of the attractor, consistently
observed in all the examples.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a GEA for combinatorial optimization problems was proposed. A formal model of such algorithm, based
on random dynamical systems was introduced. A set of
properties of the particular selection and mutation operators
were studied.
Proof of the convergence of the GEA to optimal solutions
was provided, which explains to some extent the succ(:ss of
evolutionary algorithms in solving real-world problems. It also
guarantees that the proposed GEA will asymptotically pmduce
a solution, hut it does not guarantee efficiency of the search.
In addition, it was shown that the set of evolvable populations exhibits an interesting geometry. strongly related to the
strong elitism of the selection operator.
In future work, it will be necessary to study the conditions
on the fitness function, the selection and mutation operators,
and the selection and mutation probabilities of the G13A in
order to speed-up the convergence of the algorithm.
Also, it would be interesting to explore the possibility of
using perfect sampling of MC techniques, in order to develop
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a self-stopping criterion for the GEA.
Since, in practice, many different forms of selection mechanisms are used, it is also necessary to study to what extent
the selection mechanism can be changed within this model,
preserving convergence properties.
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